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Top: Tom Spriet and Tom
Bean work on the

damaged sign. They also
repaired the pavilion roof.
Other FVAC property was

damaged durning the
September 20

th
Storm.

Dave Brustle
always seems to
work on projects

like this for us.

Mark Knoppkie and
John Turner were
among the first on

the scene.
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This Month
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Alvin Cole
president@foxvalleyaero.com

Please see page 34. See you at the field.

- Alvin

TREASURER’S REPORT

Paul Jacobs
treasurer@foxvalleyaero.com

Looks like the flying season is

winding down for me as the

temperatures are going below

my 55 degree minimum. Oh

well, it’s not like I don’t have a

lot of building projects waiting

for me in the shop. My goal for

this winter is to get the 1/3rd J-

3 framed up and ready for

cover…I’ve never seen so

many sticks.

The wind storm that came through on September 21 st did quite

a lot of damage but thanks to Tom Spriet, Tom Bean, Dave

Brustle and our maintenance chief Mark Knoppkie things got

put back in shape in a hurry. There were a few extra expenses

from this event but nothing major. There should be a lot of

phots elsewhere in this newsletter so I will let the pictures do

the talking.

We have our Turkey Fly coming up on the 19 th of October

which is usually well attended and is our last organized flying

event scheduled for the year. Plan on attending and bring a

dish to pass.

Until next month,

Paul

The viewpoints in this newsletter are solely those of the individual authors.

They may not necessarily represent those of the Editor, Officers, Board or

Membership of the Fox Valley Aero Club.
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SAFETY
CHAIRMAN’S
MONTHLY TOPIC

Tom Siwek
safety@foxvalleyaero.com

For the Benefit of Us All

At Thursday night’s meeting, we will be voting on revisions to both the
club’s Constitution and the club’s Field Rules. If you’ve had the
opportunity to review the field rules in particular, you’d notice that
they’ve been significantly expanded. At first glance, one may surmise
that we added a great number of rules. In reality, we’ve simply
memorialized many of the behaviors that have been discussed in recent
club meetings as good practices for us all to follow. Things that we have
been and should be doing. The overarching goal is that we clearly
document all of the behaviors that we wish for the membership to
practice in the operation of their models so that we can enjoy the hobby
in a safe way.

If we’ve done our jobs properly, the rules will be more clear, direct and
easier to understand. We’ve already received some member feedback on
a couple of points that need further clarity. As a result, we’ll discuss
these with the membership at the upcoming meeting and work to dial
them in further. If you see things that you’d like to discuss or receive
clarification on, please attend this week’s club meeting and share your
feedback. These rules are not the Officer’s rules, or the Board’s
rules. They are the Club’s rules. They represent a contract between us
all to practice the hobby in a way that promotes a safe and enjoyable

environment for everyone at the field and a positive relationship with
our neighbors. And this is in the best interest of us all...

Until then, stay safe.

Tom

DX9 Black Edition 9-Channel DSMX® Transmitter

The Flypaper wants
YOU

For event coverage!
Write something up in

any format and submit it

Editors note: Nominations will be open

for officers and directors at large at both

the October and November meetings.
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Paul Jacobs

Dale Gathman

SECRETARY’S REPORT
Dale Gathman
secretary@foxvalleyaero.com

Fox Valley Aero Club
Member Meeting Minutes
September 11, 2014 @ St.

Charles Township Hall
Photos by Jason Boettcher

President Alvin
Cole called the
meeting to order at
7:30 pm and
welcomed
everyone.

Secretary Dale Gathman asked for any additions
or corrections to the August 14, 2014 Member
Meeting Minutes. None were voiced. Tom Siwek
moved to accept the minutes as presented. Gary
Stephens seconded. Motion passed unanimously.

Treasurer Paul Jacobs
reported that the checkbook
is in good shape. Sal Perno
moved to accept the
treasurer’s report as presented. Mark Knoppkie
seconded. Motion passed unanimously.

Safety Chairman Tom Siwek stated that after
sharing ideas and ‘preaching’ to us for the last eight

months, he wanted to take feedback from the members tonight.
• Paul Jacobs mentioned that it seems only about 50 percent of

the pilots have spotters while flying. Paul recommended that we
come up with some type of visual indictors that could be flipped

up when a pilot is going to take off or land so that pilots flying
solo can tell when a pilot at the other end of the flightline is going
to need the runway. It is very hard for pilots at opposite ends of
the runway to hear each other.

• A suggestion was made to tighten up the spacing between pilot
stations so that the pilots can hear each other better.

• Dan Compton mentioned that he has seen many pilots fly, for
example, a clockwise pattern while standing at the far west flight
station. During their takeoff roll, they many times veer towards
the safety net and the pilots standing at the other flight stations.
Dan said that pilots need to realize that the rudder needs to be
used to keep their planes away from that net and the other pilots.
Pilots need to remember when flying a clockwise pattern, right
rudder moves their planes towards the field, and when flying
counter-clockwise, left rudder moves their planes towards the
field. Another technique is that if, for example, taking off to the
west, the pilot starts their takeoff roll at the far west flight
station, thus eliminating the possibility of veering into other
pilots on takeoff. A helpful technique for pilots who have a hard
time controlling their takeoff roll is to takeoff from the grass.
This tends to dampen the yaw motion sometimes experienced
when taking off from the runway.

• Tom Flint recommended that more of our members retire so
they can join Dan Compton, Cliff Fullhart and him at the field
during the day.

• Tom Siwek said that as the summer has progressed, he has seen
more pilots be vigilant about calling their intentions to take off
and land. He said that he sees the most problematic stuff going
on in the pit area, where too many pilots run their motors for
extended periods of time. This makes it very hard for pilots on
the flightline to hear other pilots on the flightline.

Bob Boen mentioned that Tom’s comments a few months ago about
not starting up electric motors under the pavilion were well taken.
Bob said that the other day he witnessed a pilot on the taxiway turn
on his electric plane. The plane’s throttle channel was reversed, and
instantly went to full throttle, sending the plane into the flightline
nets. Bob suggested better pilot education is needed to prevent this
type of mishap. Tom Siwek recommended that we need to make
sure our aircraft are not pointed towards any of the flight stations
when energizing them, so that if something happens and they are
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Tom Siwek

Tony Bahowick

Mark Knoppkie

Reynaldo OrtizDavid Vazquez

Alvin Cole

propelled forward, they do not run into any people on the taxiway or
flightline.

Tom Siwek next announced that during the next few
days, Dale Gathman will be emailing a new proposed
Constitution and Field Rules. The Field Rules have
approximately doubled in number, which is due to
some rules being developed from our safety
discussions and issues during the past flying season.
Tom also requested that we help police each other to
help everyone follow the Field
Rules. Alvin Cole reminded us
that we need to remain courteous

at all times when reminding others of rule
infractions, and that the best way to be able to help
each other follow the rules is to have a relationship
or rapport with the other members so that a friendly
reminder does not become confrontational.
Tom Siwek closed by mentioning that the AMA is
now seeking legal action against the FAA regarding
the rules pertaining to drone or unmanned aircraft
flight rules and how they pertain to model aircraft. The two governing
bodies do not agree, and some of the problems stems from past
situations where quad pilots around the country have done some very
unsafe things while flying their quads in public areas. Tom wants our
club members to remain very vigilant about flying safely so that we don’t
do anything that the public would construe as unsafe that could be
added to the already plentiful negative stereotypes and statistics
pertaining to our hobby.

Membership Chairman Tony Bahowick asked if any
new members were present. New member Reynaldo
Ortiz introduced himself. Rey explained that he was
into quad copters for a while but they became too
boring. He came to the club because he has a lot to
learn, and the club is very educational for him. He is at
a point where he needed to find something to do as
all of his kids are gone, so now he comes out and
plays with the ‘big kids’. Welcome to the club
Reynaldo. Next, David Vazquez introduced himself. He said that he

used to be a member a while back,
and he plans to rejoin the club
again. Welcome David.

Field Chairman Mark Knoppkie announced that
everything looks good at the field. He said that
we are going to start winterizing the field pretty
soon. The field is open year around, but some of
the items (blast shields, grills, some chairs, and
flag poles) get put into storage for the winter
months. Alvin Cole mentioned that the field
maintenance job involves quite a bit of work,
and he thanked Mark for taking it on this year,
as well as Greg Bohler, the past field chairman,
for helping Mark out during his first year as field chairman.

Flypaper Editor - Jason Boettcher said that the Flypaper is doing well.
He said that he wanted us to know that he does know the difference
between Joe Pedone and Armin Weber. One of the photos in the
September Flypaper had the wrong name in the caption, which has been
corrected in the Flypaper that is posted on the website.

Festival of Flight – Mark Knoppkie reported that the Festival of Flight
went well. The festival made over $900.00. The event was cut short by
pouring rains all afternoon, but the noon airshow, which was started
around 11:30, was able to be completed before the rain started. Mark
stated that he and Bob Boen learned a lot this year about how to run the
event, and they will do better next year. Bob said special thanks go to
Dale Gathman and Bill Suhr for handling the flightline activities. Alvin
Cole asked for a show of hands of members who attended the event, and
those who helped at the event. He reminded everyone that a lot of help
is needed to pull off an event like the Festival and the Warbirds events,
and the more volunteers we have, the easier it is for everyone involved.
He asked that all members consider volunteering for our events next
year.
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Todd Culbertson

Alvin Cole

Dan Compton

Dale Gathman

Government Relations Chairman Todd Culbertson
stated that nothing much is going on in government
relations at this time. Todd hasn’t heard from Tim, our
neighbor to the west, for a while which means we have
been doing a good job of flying within the field
boundaries.

Constitution Review Committee - Dale Gathman
stated that Joe Pedone, Tom Siwek and he have spent
about eight hours reviewing the Constitution and Field
Rules, and have completed their recommendations for revision to the
Constitution and Field Rules. Both proposed documents were presented
to the board tonight, and the board unanimously approved presenting
the proposed documents to the members for approval at the October
Member Meeting. Dale will be emailing copies of both to all members
within the next few days so they will have time to review them and ask
any questions. Dan Compton said he was wondering why we pay for a
mailing to vote for the board election. He said
we could just have the ballots available at an
announced member meeting. Paul Jacobs
explained that we used to have the election at
the December Member Meeting
(Christmas Party), and some members objected
because they couldn’t or didn’t want to
attend the party, and thus could not vote.
Dale Gathman explained that the mailed ballots
allow many more members to vote for the board
than would be able to even if we had an
announced meeting. Last year, we received over 100 ballots back. With
the mailed ballots, all members have the opportunity to vote without
having to come to a meeting on a specific date and
time.

Fun Fly – Dale Gathman reported that the
Fun Fly will be held on Saturday,
September 27 from 9:00am till 11:00am. The
event will be a Touch-N-Go, and Alan Galle will

be officiating. The overall top scoring pilot based on this year’s three
Fun Flys will get their name put on a new Fun Fly Champions Award
Plaque, which will be permanently mounted in the pavilion at the field.

Dan Compton mentioned that Mariano
Rosales had his plane at the field, and he has a
locating device in the plane that transmits the
plane’s location to an application on his
iPhone. Mariano said that if he can get ten
people to buy these, he can get them for $20.00
each.

At this point, Mark Knoppkie drew raffle
tickets for three Hobbytown $25.00 gift
certificates which were unable to be given
away at the Festival of Flight. Due to the rain, the winners went home,
and Mark was unable to contact them with the contact info they put on
their tickets. The three certificate winners tonight were Tom Siwek,
Brian Wituk and Dorie Jacobs.

Alvin Cole reminded everyone that the Turkey Fry will be held on
Sunday, October 19. He said that it is a great time hanging out with our
families, and flying planes. All members are welcome and encouraged to
attend. Alvin will send out email notices and be asking for a head count
of who plans on attending.

Show and Tell – Tom Flint showed his new Hangar 9 60 size Sopwith
Camel. For version 1, Tom mounted a ski under the landing gear to try
to prevent the plane from nosing over on landing. That didn’t work, so
now he has version 2 here tonight, on which he added some spacer
blocks under the read landing gear wires to push the wheels further
forward under the plane. This works better, but now the plane still tips
onto its nose on landing. Tom says he will probably try a version 3. Tom
also added a tail wheel on the back to allow him to steer it on takeoff.
Tom also splurged on a HiTEC 4X charger, which he displayed. This
charger has four chargers in one, and Tom said that with this charger, he
cannot fly faster than he can charge his batteries.
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Dennis McFarlane showed off his new Great Planes Curtiss P6E Hawk

Electric powered biplane. It is basically a downsized version of the old
larger Hawk. Dennis said that this plane was a frustrating build for him.
At one point he didn’t have the fuse in a cradle, and he was holding it

while dropping CA into a servo mount. He started to drop the plane, and
when he tried to grab it, he crushed the motor mount out of the fuselage,
and at the same time it got covered in CA. Dennis said that it just went
downhill from there. He got it cleaned up and brought it tonight. It has a
32 size motor, and the prop has very little ground clearance. Dennis
mentioned that Acetone does a good job of cleaning off CA from
Monokote, and also seals the stripes onto the plane. Dennis then
mentioned that he was at the field Sunday with a plane that he had been
flying all year. He had swapped out the receiver because he wanted to
try his new Futaba 10J transmitter which has telemetry. He
programmed the airplane into the transmitter, wiggled the sticks, saw
the control surfaces moving, and proceeded to take off. He did a three
point takeoff, and as the plane started to climb, he pulled the stick back,
which caused the plane to dip. Dennis said that he didn’t even have time
to get out an expletive, but he did yell something. He proceeded to push
the stick up to climb, and decided to chop the throttle to bring it back in.
When he went to perform a left bank with the aileron stick, the plane
rolled to the right like a banshee. Unfortunately he only got about a five
second flight out of the plane he had been flying all year when it crashed
to the ground. Dennis did say that the telemetry showed that he was
getting 5.1 volts at the receiver. After the crash, Doug Swanson came
over to him and asked “So by the way, how do you like the 10J?” which
elicited laughter from the crowd. Lesson learned is to always check the
flight control directions before flight.

Jason Boettcher showed his Four Star 40. It has an OS46 engine, and it
used to be his ‘beater’ plane for Fun Flys. Jason at one time put it in and
cracked the fuselage. His dad was looking for a project and didn’t like
the way it looked as Jason had fixed it by putting packing tape over the
damage. His dad replaced the top for him and did a great job, and Jason
wanted to show it to everyone.
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Dale Gathman showed a few photos that he printed of Alvin Cole’s
Cessna, Sal Perno’s P-51 ‘Big Beautiful Doll’, Mark Knoppkie’s ‘Nice
Beaver’, and Sebastian Kowalski’s F9 Panther turbine jet.

Hearing no further business, President Alvin Cole moved we adjourn.
Tom Spriet seconded. Motion passed unanimously. The meeting was
adjourned at 8:36 pm.

Respectfully Submitted
Dale Gahman – Secretary FVAC
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Steve Thill Photo

FROM THE EDITOR
Jason Boettcher
newsletter@foxvalleyaero.com

The event calendar is slowing down a bit,
hopefully you have had a chance to get
some flying time on the open field.

Dale Gathman was kind enough to provide
11.6 GB (that is about 12,502,641,452 bytes according to Windows)
worth of pictures to the newsletter this month. Many of the shots were
models in flight from the past few months so I decided to do a special
edition of ‘Shots in the Air’. Paul Makolowski, Brian Wituk, and Jason
Flowers also spend time behind the lens which benefits the Flypaper
greatly. See for yourself on page 21. Thank you gentlemen!

Now that much data seems like a lot of bytes, but multiply it by just
1,419 you arrive at the value of our National Debt; at the time of this

writing it is . Historically, I have not been a
political man. My philosophy was that if I abided by the law, payed my
taxes, and worked hard that everything would work itself out. Now, I’m
not so sure; it seems everybody needs to be active in our government
right now due to current events. Attending ‘Coffee with the Mayor’ once
in a while in your village is no longer sufficient. There has been so much
happening in our country recently (and abroad) that as a Patriotic
citizen we must pay close attention to our Government’s direction and
activities. And you must respond, make your voice be heard! If we are
not outraged we are not paying attention. Each and every one of us
should be making our voice heard regarding the FAA’s “Interpretation of
the Special Rule for Model Aircraft”. There were only 31,907 Comments
received on this rule at regulations.gov; the link to this was provided
through the AMA at modelaircraft.org. Also, Tom Siwek and others
spoke at member meetings explaining how important it was to learn
about this issue and respond. And this should just be a start to getting
involved in politics during this tumultuous time for our Nation.

On a lighter note, my Father (Bob) was looking for a project so he re-
covered the fuselage on my Sig 4-Star .40 and it looks great. This plane

was my ‘go to’ fun-fly plane for years, therefore it has seen some damage.
If you participate in fun-flys you know what I’m talking about. (If you
don’t, give it a try! It is impossible to get through one without having fun
and laughing). While my repairs on this beaten bird were structurally
sound, there was some clear packing tape used to fix covering where the
fuselage had been re-glued. Bob replaced the balsa on the top of the fuse
and also re-covered most of it. Then he installed Mario as the pilot and
added some nice pin striping which really makes it look sharp.

About the Cover

This month we see field repair work on the damaged Pavilion pole
holder assembly and Welcome sign resulting from a nasty Storm. The
field chairman called for a special cleanup Saturday morning. Tom
Bean, Tom Spriet, Dave Brustle, Mark Knoppkie and others stepped
up and volunteered their skills and time to fix up the Pavilion. Read
more about it on page 45.

Don’t forget our annual turkey fry is on
October 19th. RSVP with Alvin Cole so we
can get a head count for the event. -JB
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A Visit to the National Air Museum in Dayton, Ohio

On August 20 and 21, 2014 some members took a trip together. One of the
things observed was the field where the Wright brothers did all their R&D
flying, and also had the world’s first flight school once they perfected the
plane.

The following guys went on the trip: John Fischer, Sal Perno, Dave Cotton,
Bruce Bryant (from Australia), and Dale Gathman.

.
This is a replica of the Wright’s hangar.

Article and Photos
by Dale Gathman

This is a replica of the winch that the Wrights used to pull their
plane into the air, as they didn’t have enough length and power to

get airborne without it.
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Sal Perno, Bruce Bryant, John Fischer and Dave Cotton stand in

front of the field where the Wright brothers perfected their plane

design. (Dale Gathman behind the lens)

These are shots of the field where the Wrights flew their

pattern while working on perfecting their design.

We actually walked in the field where they flew.

It was an emotional experience for all of us to think that the men
who made our hobby possible started in that very field.
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Touch-N-Go Contest
How many Touch and Gos can you make in a two minute period? The plane must change
direction or loop between each Touch-N-Go. Only fixed wing airplanes were allowed.

This event was coordinated by Alan Galle on Saturday, September 27, from 9:00 am till 11:00 am.

The fun-fly will be covered in next month’s issue. But here is a preview:

Touch-n-Go Fun Fly
will be Covered next
month. This issue is

already full!

Editor Photo

Dale Gathman
Photo

Editor Photo
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“Dear Mr. Mel” - Fox Valley in the Community

Mel Ziska Visited Davis Primary School and gave a presentation. He educated the
children about R/C and airplanes. Here are a couple of the thank you notes.
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Meet the New Members
By Tony Bahowick

Welcome!

Dave Vazquez and his daughter Zoe came to the

FVAC meeting on 9/11/14 where Dave submitted

his membership application. Dave’s father Bob

used to be a member of FVAC. Dave said his dad

used to fly Bob Violet ducted fan jets with then

members Tom Cook and Don Kanak (of Planes

Plus).

Please extend to Dave a warm welcome.

Ray is from Elgin and sent in his application on

9/2/14. He learned of our club while visiting

Hobby Town. Ray brought a nice electric

Apprentice to the field, Dan Compton and Mark

Knoppkie were helping him get acclimated.

Please extend a warm welcome to our new

member.

Reynaldo (Ray) Ortiz Dave Vazquez
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SHOTS from the Field

Paul Makowski Photo

Brandon Makowski

Blade

MCPx BL

Editor Photo

Tom Bean

Sig Cap with Saito 180

4 Stroke

Editor Photo

Editor PhotoMike Cannata T Rex 550E with DJI Naza-H

Editor Photo

Buckley Bean strikes a pose with
his plane. Note the pilot, Buckley is

in the cockpit!
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Paul Makowski Photo

Doug Swanson

Aeroworks Extra
300 DLE 111

DM Photo

Jason Boettcher

Sig 4 Star OS 46AX

Editor Photo

Dennis McFarlane

Great Planes Kunai

Powered Glider

(Same designer

as the Rifle)

Editor Photo

Andrew Quick

Tower Hobbies 40 Trainer

TH 46 Engine

Editor Photo

Andrew Quick brushing up his skills

with Dan Compton
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Brian Wituk Photo

Dan Compton signs Alvin's
“crack”

Paul Makowski
Photo

Paul Makowski Photo

John Fischer

Electric Jet

Paul Makowski
Photo

Not every day at the field is a perfect day. Sometimes you are lucky enough (or
unlucky) to have a photographer at the field to capture memories.

See the Expiration date for this jet lapse online on FVAC’s YouTube channel!

"Last flight of the Phantom"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGqY6001G6A
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Alvin Cole

Eflite Airliner
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Dave Brustle

Gee Bee

Dale Gathman Photo

Dale Gathman Photos

SHOTS in the Air * Special Edition * Part 1 of 4
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Alan Galle

T6II

Dale Gathman Photo

Dale Gathman Photos
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Gary Koester

Hangar 9 F22

Dale Gathman Photos
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Dale Gathman

Hangar 9 Sopwith Camel

Brian Wituk Photos

Brian Wituk Photos
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Alvin Cole

Cessna 310

Dale Gathman Photo

Dale Gathman Photos
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Dave Murray

F-22
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On Saturday, September 20th a Storm Caused Significant Damage to the Facilities at our Field.

Sebastian Kowalski

Eurofighter

Photos courtesy John Turner
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Here are more photos of the damage.

Dale Gathman Photos
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Dan Compton Photos
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On Saturday, September 27th we had a Day of Work at our Field
AND A fun-fly!

Note the sign damage – Welcome sign separated from frame

Tom Beam at work

Editor Photo

Alvin Cole assists Dave Brustle

Editor Photo

Tom Spriet readies a clamp

Editor Photo

Dave Brustle & Tom Bean observe the Fun Fly

Editor Photo

Alan Galle Photo

At work - Nothin’ but asses and elbows!

Dale Gathman Photo
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Editor Photo

Editor Photo

Tom Spriet & Tom Bean fix up our Sign

Editor Photo

Automobile power was used to straighten out the roof pole.

Greg Bohler uses his vehicle to help straighten the pole

Greg Bohler uses his vehicle to help straighten the pole
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Tom Bean verifies our roof pole assembly is vertical with a bubble level.

Editor Photo

True vertical on a sloped roof
can play tricks on the eyes.
“It’s an Optical Illusion!”

Tom Bean and Tom Spriet fix our roof
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Chief Flight Instructor Report

I haven’t contributed to the Flypaper for some time now because there hasn’t been much to

report. But now I have some great news. Over the past months I have been training several

students to fly remote control and this all culminates in seven new solo pilots and one still

in training. Some students agreed take longer to get the hang of flying but ultimately have

persevered to be able to solo. They are Gary Bokowy, Ray Ortiz, Scot and J.Lynne Paley,

Cameron Smith, Tim Ward and Jerry Wika. I must say that just like the rest of us, their

learning the hobby has not been without an accident here and there but they have repaired

their mistakes and come back strong to keep going until they have enough experience to fly

successfully. I still have one student who has learned a lot in a short amount of time.

Andrew Quick got a late start and that four letter word we all know only too well, work,

has gotten in the way of having fun. Andy is doing quite well and shall soon solo as have we

all. Congratulations to all of these pilots and just remember, as Norm Johnson once told me

‘You ran out of ideas, airspeed and altitude all at the same time’. Keep up the good flying

and I hope you continue to have good ideas.

Winter is fast approaching, which for most of the people in this hobby means the end of another flying season. For others, it means putting on the skis or

floats and flying from the snow to extend the season until warm weather is here again. We have great facilities for winter flying and you are invited to

come out on some of the better days and enjoy a flight or two when cabin fever moves in on you.

Speaking of winter, now would be a good time to make sure you have removed all of the fuel from your tanks. If you use after run oil, put some in your

engines so that they do not get all gummed up over the next few months. For the electric flyers, you may want to put your battery packs in storage mode.

I hope you all have a great winter (building) season and for the hearty ones among you, I’ll see you at the field, getting your share of ‘All Season Flying’.

Dan Compton – Chief Flight Instructor
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Attention!

A message from our president:

Make sure you are there! It's time for our annual turkey
fry. The date will be October 19th. Please let us know if
you are planning to attend this great event. As it was
last year, the turkey will be provided by the club and
prepared by world famous cooks Tom and Karl. The
carving will be done by world renowned carver Cliff
"blades" Fulhart. Please plan to bring a dish to pass and
something to wash it all down with. We always have a
great time at this event so don't miss it.

Alvin

Editor Photo
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ShoT OF THE MONTH

Members pulled together to quickly repair field damage. We have a very diverse skillset among us!
Special thanks to Tom Bean, Tom Spriet, Dave Brustle, Mark Knoppkie, and Greg Bohler for leading repair efforts on Saturday.

Mark Knoppkie,
John Turner, and

an unknown
person on the roof

tend to our
American Flag.

Photo provided by

John Turner
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FOX VALLEYAeroClub
January 1                     First in Flight Fun-Fly                                       10:00 AM FVAC Field
January 9                     FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall

February 13                FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall
February 22                FVAC Annual Swap Meet                                Kane County Fair Grounds

March 13                     FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall

April 10                        FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall
April 12 or 19              Member Work Day                                          FVAC Field
April 26                        Fun Fly Open House                                        9:00 AM – 5:00 PM FVAC Field

May 8                           FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall
May 26                         St. Charles Memorial Day Parade                 Time TBD

June 7                           Kids Day & Rocket Fest                                   FVAC Field
June 8                           Fun-Fly & Pig Roast                                         FVAC Field
June 12                        FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at FVAC Field
June 20 & 21               Al’s Helicopter Fun-Fly                                    FVAC Field
June 22                        Geneva Swedish Days Parade                       Time TBD
June 26, 27, 28           2014 Windy City Warbirds & Classics          FVAC Field

July 10                          FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at FVAC Field

August 2 & 3               Chicagoland IMAC Challenge                        FVAC Field
August 14                    Cub Fly and FVAC Member Meeting             Cub Fly 2:00; Meetings- 6:30 Board,
                                                                                                                  7:30 Regular at FVAC Field
August 23                    Festival of Flight                                               FVAC Field

September 11             FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall

October 9                    FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall
October 19                  Fun-Fly & Turkey Fry                                       FVAC Field

November 13              FVAC Member Meeting                                   6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall

December 5                Annual Christmas Party                                  Hilton Garden Inn

http://www.foxvalleyaero.com


Home: 

 FVAC New Membership  Form 

Dues for Senior Members (18 years and over)  ...... $125.00 per Member 
Dues for Junior Members (17 years and under)  ...... $  25.00 per Member 
Family Membership      ...... $125.00 per Member 
($25 for each additional family member with an AMA card, either a spouse or a child under 18 years old.) 

$ 
Total Payment Enclosed: 

Make checks payable to: 
“Fox Valley Aero Club” 

Complete and mail this form to: 
FOX VALLEY AERO CLUB 

P.O. BOX 837 
ST. CHARLES, IL 60174-0837 

New Member Assessment Fee:  $300.00 

Signature Date 

(For new memberships only.) 

Your Full Name: AMA Number: Age: (Junior Members only) Dues Amount: 

$ 

Your Complete Mailing Address: 

PLEASE PRINT 

Your Phone Number/s: 

Please list the R/C channel(s) you use: 

What is Your Occupation? (Please provide details) 

$ 
$ 

Your E-mail Address: 

Yes  Include me in the member only phone book No Do not publish my information 

Work: 

Cell: 

Your Work Mailing Address: 

pjacobs
Typewritten Text

pjacobs
Typewritten Text

pjacobs
Typewritten Text
Does not include dues.
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